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Comprehensive and balanced, THE COLOR OF JUSTICE: RACE, ETHNICITY, AND CRIME IN

AMERICA is the definitive introduction to current research and theories of racial and ethnic

discrimination within America's criminal justice system. The sixth edition covers the best and the

most recent research on patterns of criminal behavior and victimization, immigration and crime, drug

use, police practices, court processing and sentencing, unconscious bias, the death penalty, and

correctional programs, giving students the facts and theoretical foundation they need to make their

own informed decisions about discrimination within the system. Uniquely unbiased, THE COLOR

OF JUSTICE makes every effort to incorporate discussion of all major race groups found in the

United States. What's more, the MindTap that accompanies this text helps students practice and

master techniques and key concepts while engaging them with, career-based decision-making

scenarios, visual summaries, and more.
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Get ahead with The Color of Justice: Race, Ethnicity, and Crime in America              View larger       

      View larger              View larger              View larger           The latest information on gangs, drug

use, cold-case civil rights investigations, data on skin tone bias in policing and sentencing, and

many other recent developments.       &#039;In the Courts&#039; boxes provide an in-depth

examination of a recent court case.       The text includes racial issues in the courts and law

enforcement, and a discussion of community-based and institutional corrections.       Instructive

figures and tables, chapter goals and conclusions, and boxed material help you master the material.



#BeUnstoppable with MindTap Criminal Justice!              View larger              View larger             

View larger              View larger           Perform better with MindTap.       The more time spent in

MindTap, the better the results.       Using MindTap throughout your course matters.       Students

using apps perform better on assignments.

Samuel Walker is Professor Emeritus of Criminal Justice at the University of Nebraska, Omaha,

where he taught for 31 years before retiring in 2005. He is the author of 13 books on policing,

criminal justice history and policy, and civil liberties. His current research involves police

accountability, focusing primarily on citizen oversight of the police and police Early Intervention

Systems (EIS). Originally trained as a historian, he is completing a book on U.S. presidents and civil

liberties. His personal website, with information on police accountability is:

http://samuelwalker.net.Cassia Spohn is Professor of Criminology and Criminal Justice at Arizona

State University. She has published extensively on prosecutors' charging decisions in sexual

assault cases; the effect of race, ethnicity, and gender on sentencing decisions; sentencing of drug

offenders; and the deterrent effect of imprisonment. She is currently conducting a National Institute

of Justice-funded study of police and prosecutorial decision making in sexual assault cases in Los

Angeles.Miriam DeLone is Professor of Criminal Justice at Fayetteville State University in North

Carolina. Her research interests include political economy and social control; race, ethnicity, gender,

and sentencing; and corrections. Her teaching interests are in the areas of minorities and crime,

criminology, corrections, law and social control, the nature of crime, and the administration of

justice. She is currently writing in the areas of media and crime and crime prevention through a

public health perspective.

Well written without too much fluff. Cover's subject matter that is being discussed in class well,

however, it needs to be updated...maybe next semester/quarter.

This book was falling apart when I got it but other than that it was fine

Needed this book for a college course. Easy read and lots of information.

Needed it for class and it came new. Definitely happy with it.



Excellent book! Well worth the read!

Just as described! Shipping was fast!

Great for school

Good quality.
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